
Orbit
Marine LED
Saltwater Reef Lighting System

Right from the start, there’s a lot to love about the Orbit Marine.  
It’s simple, yet fully controllable. Thin and sleek, yet powerful 
and bright. It can do things you never thought an aquarium 
light could do - all programmed from the comfort of your 
couch.  

By combining the industryBy combining the industry’s first Dual Daylight and Dual Actinic 
LED spectrums with our innovative Ramp Timer Pro™ LED 
controller, Current USA offers a complete 24 hour aquarium 
lighting solution. Now you can simulate a gradual sunrise, 
sunset and customized moonlight like never before.  Designed 
specifically for saltwater aquarium environments, the Orbit 
Marine is the perfect choice for marine aquarists at any level.  

24 hour saltwater reef aquarium light with 
wireless remote controlled effects Featuring control and dynamic 

lighting aspects you’ll have to see to 
believe, there is almost no limit to 
what you can do. The Orbit Marine 
includes our powerful Ramp Timer 
Pro™ LED controller with wireless IR 
(infrared) remote, providing two 
independent light channels to independent light channels to 
program:

• 24 hour on/off time, ramp up and 
dim down duration (0-30 minutes)
• Minimum and maximum intensity 
(0-100%), color adjustment
• Adjustable moon light color, 
brightness and duration
• On-demand weather effects 
including cloud cover, storm with 
lightning and fading moonlight

Additional memory settings allow up Additional memory settings allow up 
to four customized lighting 
schedules you can access at any 
time with one touch. We’ve even 
pre-programmed two common 
lighting schedules and two coral 
acclimation modes to make it easy 
for your corals to adjust to their new for your corals to adjust to their new 
lights. The backlit LCD screen is a 
thing of beauty, easy-to-read, and 
makes it simple to program using the 
IR remote.

Amazing control




